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In what can be described as an epoch making event, on the 31st October, 2013, LITE-Africa officially unveiled its Corporate
Office in Delta state. The ceremony which received nationwide attention, had in attendance the Commissioner for Special
Duties of Delta State, Comrade Gloria Okolugbo, representatives from the Netherlands Embassy, Chevron Nigeria, Nigerian Army, Police, JTF, Community leaders and other invited guests including the Press.
The Corporate Office which is located at Uti Street Extension, Opposite Little Paradise Homes and Suites in Delta State
and houses LITE-Africa’s Resource Centre, Leadership Academy and Residential Fellowship Programme. It was unveiled by
the Governor of Delta State through his Commissioner for Special Duties, Comrade Gloria Okolugbo.
In a welcome address by Joel Bisina, Founder/Executive Director of LITE-Africa, noted that the project started about 5 years
ago and it has been a long dream for LITE-Africa to have a befitting centre as it will bring various individuals and groups to
work together and learn from each other. He further emphasized that the new space speaks to the organization’s vision
and mission and he is enthusiastic of the great work that will come out of it.

The General Manager of Policy, Government and Public Affairs at Chevron Nigeria Limited (CNL), Deji Haastrup, noted that
CNL appreciates its partnership with LITE-Africa and its efforts towards leadership and socio/economic development in the Niger Delta.
During a Keynote Address delivered by Comrade Gloria Okolugbo, representative of the Delta State Governor, stated that the contribution to learning
which LITE-Africa’s Corporate oOfice will achieve is beyond immediate comprehension, but suffice to say that the import if utilized by the targeted communities will help foster growth and contribute in nurturing our democracy.
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LITE-AFRICA’S NEW CORPORATE OFFICE

LITE-Africa’s Corporate Office houses a Resource
Center; International Residential Fellowship Program (IRFP) and Leadership Academy as part of our
efforts geared towards leadership development and
social /economic empowerment in the Niger Delta
and throughout the African continent.



The Resource Center is LITE-Africa’s effort towards creating a clearing house for academia,
civil society and NGO actors to access resources and information that will enhance their
research efforts and program delivery. The
center will be open to the public, both state
and non-state actors.



The Leadership Academy is aimed at developing, creating and equipping the next generation
of ethical leaders who will transform the African continent and will become major players
globally. The Academy will continue to house
LITE Africa’s Annual Young Leaders Internship
Program which has attracted graduate students from tertiary institutions around the
world to learn and play a role in global development.



LITE-Africa Corporate Office, Effurun-Warri

The International Residential Fellowship program will attract scholars, academia and development practitioners towards changing the tide
of Nigeria and rest of the African in observing,
witnessing, documenting and disseminating
Africa issues. This will allow the Fellows to observe, document and disseminate information
on African issues in a manner that represents
the African perspectives.

LITE-Africa‘s Conference Room
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OXFAM NOVIB LIVELIHOOD AND GOVERNANCE (ONLAG)-LOAN
DISBURSEMENT TO COOPERATIVES

Specialist (BDS) with support of
the Senior Program Manager.

Introduction

Loan Disburstment:

Oxfam Novib Livelihood and Governance
Program is a 5-year project with 75%
women participation focusing on enhancing existing livelihood and providing
alternative livelihood to local communities as a means of reducing poverty and
increasing household disposable income
in selected communities of the Niger
Delta (Delta State and Bayelsa State).
In order to strengthen existing livelihoods, LITE-Africa is providing credit
assistance to viable cooperatives among
those that were established. The assessments of all the cooperatives were carried out in line with certain parameters
which some few ones eventually
emerged as potential credit groups.

The sum of N1,600,000 was given
as a revolving loan to 13 cooperative groups in both Isoko LGA of
Delta State and Yenagoa LGA of
Bayelsa State. Beneficiaries applauded the scheme as well as
the donor (Oxfam Novib), the implementing partner (LITE-Africa)
and further appreciate it as first of
its kind in the history of their respective communities.

LITE-Africa staff with Cooperative beneficiaries at Yenegoa LGA

This Microcredit scheme
was
designed to address the financial
need of micro entrepreneurs, increase member access to credit,
particularly women, and provide
opportunity for managing external
loans.

What has been done?
Pre-disbursement training:
The pre–loan training provided an opportunity for all members to aquire
knowledge about loan management,
source of funds and also create an avenue needed to get acquainted with cooperative internal loan processes and procedures. It was carried out in 13 cooperatives from both Isoko and Yenagoa
LGAs with total number of one hundred
and thirty five (135) participants in attendance.
The training, which lasted for a day in
each of the communities (Aviara, Enwhe,
Uzere and Idheze, Zarama, Ayama, Okolobiri and Akaibiri) was facilitated by LITE
-Africa’s Business Development

What are the benefits?

The implementation of this
scheme will not only open up opportunities for financial linkages
both in the banking sector and
development financial institutions
for the cooperatives but will also
provide them with an opportunity
to have a strong bank relationship
with conventional banking system.

Pre-disbursement Training in Aviara
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HIGHLIGHTS: NED—UPDATES ON STRENGTHENING THE CAPACITIES OF SECURITY
FORCES ON THE VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLES ON SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE
NIGER DELTA (SCSFVP)- PHASE II

Introduction
SCSFVP is in her second phase, complementing the successes recorded during the pilot phase and building on the
challenges and lessons learnt. This intervention was designed with the aim to strengthen the capacity of security
forces that operate in the Niger Delta by equipping them with
a human rights framework to guide their work and actions.

What has been done?
Advocacy Visit to the police command and Army Barracks in
Delta State: This was to enlighten them about the proposed
sensitization workshop on the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights for security personnel. Though LITEAfrica is still awaiting the approval of the Commissioner of
Police to commence this activity, the Police, Military and
other security agencies have agreed in totality that this project has increased awareness on issues related to the respect of Human Rights in the their operations and on the
procedures put in place to handle issue of Human Rights
violations. The commandant pledged their support to the
attainment of the project objectives on this second phase.
Community and Security Sector Dialogue: Participants for
this dialogue were selected from the Police, Military, Nigerian Security and Civil Defense Corp, JTF, Ministry of Justice,
National Human Rights Commission, the media community
members and other CSOs working on human rights issues.
The dialogue enabled all stakeholders to discuss the challenges and forge a new front that facilitates the building of
trust and confidence among all stakeholders. It provided a
platform to share the report of the findings on the Human
Rights Impact Assessment and more areas of collaboration
and improvement was explored. The programme afforded
participants an opportunity to share experiences on human
rights abuses and its effects on citizens.
Community Monitoring Group Meeting: LITE-Africa facilitated
a first meeting with the Community Monitoring Group Meeting (CMG) members from the four implementing communities. During this meeting, the members were able to interact
with each other and share ideas on fall-out of the community
security sector forum. The CMG members reported that the

Participants at the Community and Security Sector Dialogue in Warri

issues of Human Rights abuses reduced and relationship between the community and security agents working in the area are
being strengthened on a daily basis. They also reported that this
project has helped in bridging the communication gap between
the communities and security sectors.
Bulk SMS on awareness creation on human rights abuse and
approach to seeking remedy was sent to the general public.

What’s next?
1.

Provide ongoing support to the Police and Military on adopting a common Human Rights abuse reporting mechanism
and human rights coordination.

2.

A one-day step down of information in Military barracks and
Police Divisions led by past beneficiaries of this project to
share their learning experience among their colleagues. This
session is designed to support sensitization and awareness
creation on issues of human rights and rule of law.
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HIGHLIGHTS: UCT PROGRAMME FOR FLOOD RESPONSE

Introduction
The ECHO funded Integrated Emergency Recovery Program (IERP) was implemented by LITE-Africa in partnership with CAFOD, CRS and JDPC. The programme targeted 6 communities in Bomadi and Patani Local Government Areas of Delta State, in Nigeria. This is in response to devastating floods that hit the region in September, 2012 causing extensive damage to livelihood
means and assets. The objective of the programme was
to enable the most vulnerable households affected by
the flood to recover their livelihoods in the selected communities in Delta State through Unconditional Cash
Transfer (UCT) intervention targeting 1200 Households
(HH), Agriculture Livelihood intervention targeting 800
HH and Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) targeting
500 HH. LITE-Africa was responsible in delivering the
UCT and Agriculture Livelihood Intervention.

Distribution of Plantain Suckers at Kpakiama Community

What has been done so far?
1. Monthly Cash disbursements
Four cash disbursements were carried out to each target
community and Household from July, 2013. A total of
€231,746 was disbursed in 4 tranches to 1,200 HH
translating to over 8,400 direct beneficiaries. Each selected HH opened a Savings account with First Bank. The
accounts were credited with UCT money each disbursement cycle. Beneficiaries would be alerted by the bank
through phone text messages or through their CMC of
their accounts credited and would visit any First Bank
branch for withdrawal.

2. Post Disbursement and Market Monitoring
Two PDMs were carried out after the last UCT disbursement to verify
and measure the impact of the Cash transfer. Analysis of the PDM
indicated the Key Result of the project and the tracking indicators
being met.
3. Agricultural Input Fair
This is another major milestone in the course of implementing the
project. The event happened in all the 6 communities and was facilitated by Delta Agricultural Procurement Agency (DAPA), LITE-Africa
and JDPC. The Agric Input Fair includes demonstrations and presentations on agro-extension information which will be useful to households re-establishing their farms. It also created an avenue in which
farmers were exposed to different insecticides, herbicides and other
necessary agricultural inputs.
4. Fingerlings and Plantain Suckers Distribution

Agric Input Fair at Adobu Community

The livelihood component of the project focused on distribution of
livelihood items such as plantain suckers and fingerlings. Specifically,
a total number of 649 beneficiaries were provided with plantain suckers. The program distributed fingerlings to about 148 fish farmers in
all the communities. A total of 32,450 plantain suckers and 44,545
fingerlings were distributed. A one-day training on fish farming was
conducted by Palatinate Abilities Nig. Limited to fish farmers
(beneficiaries).
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HIGHLIGHTS: TOMORROW IS A NEW DAY

Renovations at Koko market after Advocacy to DESOPADEC

Through the established town hall meetings introduced by the
TND project, marginalized voices particularly, women, youths
and ex-freedom fighters now air their concerns and contribute to
decision making in the community. Prior to the TND intervention,
decisions in Koko community were taken at the palace of the
Olaraja (traditional ruler) by members of the Elders council and
Representatives of the Koko Community Management Authority
(KCMA). Women, youths and ex-freedom fighters did not have
the privilege of attending such meetings were decisions were
taken. The town hall meetings are mostly facilitated by community youths, women and ex-freedom fighters and decisions
reached in town hall meetings are respected by the Olaraja,
KCMA and the entire community.

Introduction
Funded by the European Union; Tomorrow is a New Day (TND) is a
project that supports community-level conflict resolution and reintegration of ex-militants in 7 trend setting communities in the
Niger Delta states of Delta, Bayelsa and Rivers states. The project
is man-aged by Search for Common Ground (SFCG) and implemented by LITE-Africa in Koko and Oporoza communities of Delta
state.

Ex-militants have been reintegrated and now participate in town
hall meetings and other community work like every other member of Oporoza community. Before now, ex-militants were usually
seen in clusters and hardly participated in town hall meetings
and community work except at the instruction of militant command.

Success Stories:
This quarter marks the end of the TND project and has recorded
many successes:
Koko market prior to the TND intervention, was in a deplorable
state of dilapidation, during the advocacy training for youth and
women leaders in the community, the renovation of the market
was on top priority in the community needs analysis and advocacy
initiatives. The community advocacy groups sponged into action
and engaged Delta State Oil Producing Areas Development Commission (DESOPADEC) using the common ground approach. Today
the market is undergoing rapid renovation and installation of
borehole courtesy of the DESOPADEC.
Waste was disposed indiscriminately and community sanitation
was not an issue in Oporoza community before TND project came
into being. Today community members now hold monthly sanitation exercise every last Saturday of the month and waste are now
disposed in the waste bins provided by the European Union
through the TND project “Keep Oporoza Clean Peace Walk” solidarity event.

Public confidence in the security forces and police has increased, and the improved public security relations have led to
the community donation of an accommodation for officers of the
NSCDC. In return, security is provided by Officers of the NSCDC
at the TND IRC centre at Koko.

The renovated Ojomba Primary School Hall
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HIGHLIGHTS:AUSAID—UPDATES ON ENGAGING ALL STAKEHOLDERS ON THE
VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLES ON SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN NIGERIA
PROJECT ON THE VPS

Introduction
This is an AusAid funded project that seeks to persuade the
Nigerian Federal Government to sign on to the Voluntary Principles (VPs) and equip security personnel that operate in the
Niger Delta region with a VP human rights framework. Additionally, the project is designed to sensitize some key Federal Government agencies and stakeholders in 2 communities each in
Delta, Rivers and Akwa Ibom states on the VPs and will sensitize the Police and the Military, CSOs and community leaders
through training on the VPs.
What has been done?
Sensitization awareness meetings: The VP sensitization and
awareness meetings were held with members of Umutu,
Ebede, Erema, Okwuzi, Ibeno and Eket - Onna communities in
the three Niger Delta states of Delta, Rivers and Akwa-Ibom; to
sensitize community members on the VPs to enable them demand and advocate for the implementation of the VPs. Different socio-economic groups in the communities were represented at the meeting including traditional leaders, women,
youth leaders, elders, opinion leaders and retired Security Officers.
2-Day Training Workshop on VP on Security and Human Rights
for CSOs and Community Leaders : The training workshop held
on the 12-13th of September in Portharcourt, River state. The
workshop brought together 23 participants including a representative of the Australian High Commission, Tom Beamish.

The objective of this workshop was to increase the knowledge of
the VPs amongst civil society and community leaders with a view
to equipping them to effectively advocate for the adoption and
implementation of the VPs by the Nigerian Government and extractive companies.
Advocacy Visit:
LITE-Africa team went on an Advocacy visit to the Ministry of Trade
and Investment in Abuja in an effort to sensitize key Federal Government Ministries, Agencies and Departments who are directly
impacted by issues of the VPs. The advocacy team also met with
the staff of the Nigerian Bar Association lNBA) ed by the Executive
Director, Osita Okoro who received the team on behalf of the NBA.
They pledged their support for the initiative and solicited for technical support on how to utilize the VPs information to enhance
their work and efforts.
What’s next?



Call to Action on the VPs Conference on February 26, 2014
in Abuja to mobilize support for the project and further sensitize organisations on the VPs.



Media Conference and Security Sector sensitization from
December to January 2014.
CLICK HERE TO PERSUADE THE NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT TO SIGN ON TO THE VPs!!
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HIGHLIGHTS: GMOU ACTIVITIES BY LITE-AFRICA

NEMBE CITY DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION (NCDF)
Great work has been done this past quarter by the NCDF in
their communities. With the help of LITE-Africa, the mentoring
NGO, NCDF conducted the following activities this past quarter:
Inspection of projects at General Hospital, Nembe on the 6th
November, 2013
Commissioning of National Health Insurance Scheme at General Hospital, Nembe on the 8th November, 2013
Follow-up on ongoing negotiation of renewal of the foundation
GMoU process.

IDUWINI DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
The IDF has done some great work this past quarter in their
communities. With the help of LITE-Africa, the mentoring NGO,
IDF conducted the following activities this past quarter:

National Health Insurance Scheme Commissioning at Nembe
General Hospital

Technical Committee meeting. During the technical committee meeting, the follow projects were awarded:





Procurement of fishing nets and 12 Boats, Amatu I



Construction of Perimeter Pavement for Eight Bedroom
Guest House, Aghoro II

Completion of 3CRB + Toilet + Solar Water Scheme
(Legacy), Amatu I





Completion of 3CRB + H/M Office + Filtration unit + new
toilet (Legacy), Amatu I

Construction of Perimeter Pavement for Five Bedroom
Guest House, Aghoro II







Procurement of fishing nets and 9 Boats, Amatu II

Construction of Reinforced Concrete Road of 130m * 4m,
Bisangbene



Furnishing of Teachers’ Quarters 2unit * 1 flat Accommodation, Amatu II

Construction of Six compartment public toilet with solar
powered water system 0002D + Perimeter pavement,
Bisangbene





Construction of Six compartment public toilet with solar
powered water system 001A and 002B+ Perimeter pavement, Aghoro I

Renovation, Civic works, Furnishing & Solar Water Scheme
of 2units * 1 Bedroom Teachers’ Quarters, Bisangbene





Construction of Five Bedroom Guest House with furnishing,
Letugbene

Construction of Reinforced Concrete Road of 242m *
2.4m, Aghoro I





Completion of 3CRB + H/M Office + new toilet + Solar Water (Legacy), Letugbene

Furnishing of Ten Bedroom Guest House, Aghoro I





Construction of Six compartment public toilet with solar
powered water system 003 + Perimeter pavement, Aghoro II

Completion of 2units Teachers’ Quarters + Filtration
(Legacy), Letugbene

Procurement of fishing Engines 25HP-12PCS, Amatu I

Procurement of fishing Engines 25HP-9PCS, Amatu II

Routine inspection of ongoing projects.
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LITE-AFRICA IS WORKING WITH CORDAID!

Cordaid has embarked on a new venture in Nigeria and
has decided to work with LITE-Africa on strengthening the
Nigeria CSO Coalition on Business and Human Rights to
build and enforce measures of corporate accountability,
including increasing state practices on business and human rights principles and standards and ensuring the
Nigerian Government and Oil companies commit to the
Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights.
The project has two specific objectives:
1) Increase the awareness of the VPs and provide a
platform for engagement in Nigeria through trainings and
workshops and 2) Enhance advocacy skills of community members and CSOs to persuade oil companies and
the Federal Government to effectuate the VPs.

STAFF MEMBER OF THE YEAR !

Big congratulations

are in order for our Staff Member

of the Year, Toluwalope Oyero! Tolu began working at the LITEAfrica in 2010.
As Finance and Administration Manager, Tolu is responsible for
budget development and monitoring fiscal implementation of all
projects and activities. He handles all administrative and human
resources matters in the office.
Tolu is being recognized for all of his hard-work as Finance and
Administration Manager. We value his extreme attention to detail,
no matter the situation, which is extremely important in his current
position and future career field. He always has a positive and
cheerful attitude and his strengths are found in his team building,
motivation, of staff, initiative, and excellent organizational skills.

Congratulations once again, Tolu!

SEASONS GREETINGS FROM LITE-AFRICA!

As we enter our 15th year of facilitating community development and fostering good
governance in the Niger Delta and beyond, we realize this milestone was made possible by the support of donors, beneficiaries, partners, families and friends. We offer
our thanks, and wish everyone much peace and great joy during this holiday season
and throughout the New Year. SEASON’S GREETINGS!

The Leadership Initiative for Transformation and Empowerment (LITE-Africa), formerly known as the Niger
Delta Professionals for Development (NIDPRODEV), is a Nigerian non-governmental organization (NGO)
operating in Nigeria since 1999 with a mission to facilitate community and human development, foster
good governance and create inclusive and diverse networks and collaborations in the Niger Delta and beyond. LITE-Africa has 5 board members, who are all Nigerian, and 25 staff members located in the Niger
Delta region and in the United States.

LITE-AFRICA
Headquarters:
UTI extension,opp Little Paradise Hotel,
Ugbolokposo–Warri, Delta State
Satellite Office:
68,Yenizue-Epie Road, Yenagoa
Email: office@lite-africa.org
Office phone: 0802 3270549 | 0805
8511591

This newsletter is published by Leadership Initiative for Transformation and Empowerment (LITE-Africa) .

